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“The evil that men do l ives after them.”  
 
My earlier submission was an excerpt from the DCU’s (Del-Chesco United for 
Pipeline Safety) comment. I am a supporter of the organization, but would like to 
add some questions about both your lack of concern for public safety and your 
destruction of our land. 
 
I work at Wellington Court, and pass by the construction site on my walk to and 
from there. It is appalling to see your unconscionable disregard for the residents’ 
safety. The majority of them would, in case of a pipeline accident, be unable to 
evacuate whatever might be left of the buildings. 
 
I also see construction in my Exton neighborhood, and know that there is a 
compete disregard for the wellbeing our residents. Sunoco has repeatedly proven 
that we, among others throughout the pipeline’s destructive route, are not worth a 
minute of their time. The pipeline is disrespecting our lives and desecrating our 
natural resources.  
 
Does anyone from Sunoco or the PUC have children attending schools where the 
pipeline threatens their safety? Does anyone from Sunoco or the PUC worship at 
any of the places where the pipeline threatens worshipers’ safety? Does anyone 
from Sunoco or the PUC live near the destroyed properties on Lisa Lane? 
 
More widely, what is your conclusion about the accident at Marcus Hook? Does 
anyone from Sunoco or the PUC live nearby? And yet more widely, does anyone 
from Sunoco or the PUC live anywhere near any of the places that your work is 
destroying? The excuse that the pipeline creates jobs is a false one; it a disguise 
for PA’s support of the unsustainable, destructive oil and gas industry. 
 
This comment is a series of questions that merit intelligent, honest answers.  
I await your reply. 
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